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Abstract. Adaptive routing reacts to a varying connected vehicle den-
sity by switching between different routing techniques (e.g. from Instant
routing under high densities to delay-tolerant routing under low densi-
ties). These adaptations take place over large scales of time and space
which makes their simulation challenging computationally. Flow-level
simulators can address such challenges by using the right level of abstrac-
tion. In this paper, we present a flexible and extendable flow-level sim-
ulation environment for adaptive routing protocols in Vehicular Ad-hoc
NETworks (VANETs). We discuss in details the different networking and
mobility modules involved using rigorous mathematical modeling. We
use MATLAB as the language of choice which allows researchers to uti-
lize our environment while harnessing MATLAB’s statistics and machine
learning libraries. Such sophisticated libraries are a critical toolbox for
adaptive routing protocol researchers. To the best of our knowledge, no
such simulator has been publicly accessible so far.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Adaptive Routing

Throughout different spaces and times of deployment, VANETs can be at one
of three network states with a varying connected vehicles density as shown in
Fig. 1. In State-1, vehicles can only communicate through the infrastructure. In
State-2, vehicles can communicate through the infrastructure and other scat-
tered vehicles. In State-3, vehicles can use both V2I and V2V communication
efficiently given the small voids between vehicles. Depending on the state, differ-
ent routing techniques would be suitable ranging from Multi-tier routing using
V2I communication to Delay-tolerant routing, Instant routing and others using
V2V communication. Adaptive routing enables switching between these different
routing techniques in response to variations in the connected vehicles density.

Commonly used adaptive routing techniques include: Multi-tier routing,
Instant routing, Delay-tolerant routing, Cluster-based routing, Cross-layer Opti-
mized routing, Terminated routing, Expedited routing, Splitted routing and
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Fig. 1. VANET states

Redundant routing. Multi-tier routing takes place between different network
tiers with different radio access technologies. Delay-tolerant routing over-
comes big voids by storing, carrying and forwarding packets. Instant routing
routes data instantly via optimal paths given a high connected-vehicle density.
Cluster-based routing groups vehicle members around vehicle cluster heads.
Cross-layer optimized routing takes into consideration information coming
from other network layers. Terminated routing terminates packet forwarding
after their Time-To-Live (TTL) period expires or after a certain number of hops
is passed. Expedited routing forwards popular content packets before they are
requested. Splitted routing splits packets between different paths and Redun-
dant routing sends redundant packet copies using the same path or different
paths.

Different adaptive routing protocols implement different sets of routing tech-
niques and different adaptation mechanisms. A famous example is the Spray and
Wait routing protocol proposed in [1]. This protocol adapts between Instant,
Redundant and Delay-tolerant routing techniques. This is done by sending
L message copies to L neighbors in the Spraying phase while simply transmitting
messages directly to the destination in the Waiting phase if the destination has
not yet been reached. Another well-known example is the Mobility-centric Data
Dissemination algorithm for Vehicular networks (MDDV) proposed in [2]. This
protocol adapts between Instant, Delay-tolerant and Terminated routing tech-
niques by allowing vehicles to decide: what to send, when to send and whether
to store or drop messages.

1.2 Flow-Level Simulation

As we can see, adaptive routing protocols allow for successful VANET deploy-
ment throughout different network states by switching between different routing
techniques. However, this wide operational span in terms of both space and
time makes their simulation challenging computationally. Flow-level simulators
can address such challenges by using the right level of abstraction. Contrary to
packet-level simulators, flow-level simulators deal with the data traffic as a flow
inside the network. This approach makes them an efficient tool that gives a quick
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estimation of the network status while acknowledging the fact that it is imprac-
tical to simulate all details. Figure 2 depicts the flow-level simulation model for
buffers where the current status depends on both the incoming and outgoing
rates. We shall discuss this more rigorously using mathematical modeling next
in the paper.

Fig. 2. Flow-level buffer model

1.3 Paper Organization

In Sect. 2, we go through some related work in order to highlight the contri-
butions made afterwards in Sect. 3. Our simulation environment is explained
in details in Sect. 4 including the simulation scenario and modules. Finally, we
present in Sect. 5 some sample results in order to validate this environment.

2 Related Work

Few flow-level simulators have been proposed for high speed networks. In [3],
Venkataramanan et al. propose a flow-model simulator for the internet while
Yan and Gong in [4] propose a time-driven flow-level simulator for high speed
networks in which traffic is treated as fluids inside the network. To the best
of our knowledge, no flow-level simulator has ever been proposed for VANETs
in general and for adaptive routing protocols in specific. Boban and Vinhoza
in [5] focus on modeling vehicle signal obstacles while Kaisser et al. in [6] pro-
pose an enhancement for the well-known packet-level simulator “OPNET” that
allows integration with the mobility simulator “SUMO”. Liu et al. in [7] propose
“VGSim”; an integrated mobility and networking simulation environment for
VANETs also based on packet-level simulation. They claim that their simula-
tor is the first of its kind in terms of integrating both networking and mobility
aspects of VANET simulation. In both [8,9], enhancements are proposed for
packet-level VANET simulators; in [8], an extension for SUMO’s TafficModeller
program has been presented which allows for easy traffic simulation on the net-
work simulator “Veins” using “OpenStreetMaps”. In [9], Naoumov and Gross
propose an enhancement for the packet-level simulator “NS2” based on exploit-
ing signal propagation properties. Conventional simulation platforms such as NS,
OMNET++ or OPNET provide packet-level simulations which, despite the high
accuracy, may struggle with a large number of nodes. Moreover, these platforms
do not provide an integrated mobility and networking platform for VANET sim-
ulation. They are also not as rich as MATLAB in terms of providing efficient
statistics and machine learning toolboxes which we claim to have a high potential
for adaptive routing protocol research.
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3 Contributions

Given the above discussion and as it is shown in the next sections, we believe
that our contributions can be summarized as follows:

– Presenting an efficient and scalable flow-level simulation environment for
adaptive routing protocols in VANETs. This environment is flexible and
extendable in terms of adopting new scenarios and modules. It allows for fair
and valid comparisons between different VANET adaptive routing protocols,

– Providing a rigorous mathematical modeling for the simulation modules,
– Covering both mobility and networking aspects of simulation which makes

our simulation environment self-reliant, and
– Using MATLAB as the language of choice which allows researchers to use our

environment while utilizing MATLAB’s sophisticated statistics and machine
learning libraries. We believe that such libraries are of high importance for
adaptive routing protocol research.

4 Simulation Environment

Although other scenarios and simulator modules can easily be implemented, we
restrict ourselves in this paper, due to space constraints, to the highway simulation
scenario shown in Fig. 3 and the overall simulator structure shown in Fig. 4.

4.1 Scenario

Our simulation runs for a duration ST in steps of �t. A total of NV vehicles in
the set V are distributed uniformly between NL highway lanes. Each lane starts
at Xmin, ends at Xmax and has a width of LW . Each vehicle Vi ∈ V travels
continuously while generating a constant bit rate CBR traffic with a broad-
casting range of VBR. The Road Side Units (RSUs) are IRD apart and located
midway. The cellular access point is also located midway at (APX , APY ). Given
advances in today’s location services, we assume that each vehicle knows about
the positions of: the access point, the RSUs and all neighboring vehicles.

Fig. 3. Simulation scenario
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Fig. 4. Simulator structure

4.2 Simulator Structure

Initialization Module. Initial parameter assumptions are made here including
those related to the overall simulation scenario and other simulator modules as
summarized in Table 1.

Mobility Module. This modules generates vehicle mobility traces given the
initial assumptions of the corresponding parameters mentioned in Table 1. Ini-
tially, {VX1 , ..., VXNV

} are set uniformly randomly between Xmin and Xmax

and {VY1 , ..., VYNV
} fall in the middle of a lane chosen at random. Speeds

{VS1 , ..., VSNV
} are set uniformly randomly between VSmin and VSmax and

accelerations {VA1 , ..., VANV
} are set uniformly randomly between 0 and

MaxV A. Driver behavior parameters {VB1 , ..., VBNV
} are set uniformly ran-

domly between 0 and 1/2. After each �t, VSi
for all vehicles is updated as

follows:

– VSi
(t + �t) = min(VSi

(t) + VAi
, VSmax) if:

• Vi is at least Dismax length units behind the same-lane front vehicle, or
• Vi is at least Dismax length units behind a neighboring-lane front vehicle.

In which case, Vi changes to this lane before accelerating.
– VSi

(t + �t) = max(VSi
(t) − VAi

, VSmin) if:
• Vi is at most Dismin length units behind the same-lane front vehicle

and less than Dismax length units behind both neighboring-lane front
vehicles.

– Otherwise:

VSi
(t + �t) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

VSi
(t), w/prob : 1 − 2 × VBi

min(VSi
(t) + VAi

, VSmax), w/prob : VBi

max(VSi
(t) − VAi

, VSmin), w/prob : VBi
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Table 1. Simulation parameters

ST LW

�t VBR

NL IRD

Xmin APX

Xmax APY

V Smin Dismin

V Smax Dismax

MaxV A

CDcorr VDcorr

SFCM SFV M

SFCSD SFV SD

APFreq V 2VFreq

APBW V 2VBW

PRBBW VP

VA(θ)

APP VAG

APA(θ) VAH

APAG
VCLoss

VCL

NF TND

After updating VSi
, VXi

is updated as follows:
VXi

(t + �t) = VXi
(t) + �t × VSi

(t + �t)
where: VXi

(t + �t) ← VXi
(t + �t) − Xmax if VXi

(t + �t) > Xmax

Connectivity Detection Module. Given the generated mobility traces, this
module produces traces of all vehicle reachable neighbors including other vehicles
and RSUs. These reachable neighbors set traces are needed by the Routing Mod-
ule and the Bandwidth Allocation Module. Given Vi ∈ V located at (VXi

, VYi
),

this module constructs Vi neighbors set VNi
by first excluding Vi and any neigh-

boring Vj located at (VXj
, VYj

) if Vj is located more than VBR length units away
from Vi as follows:

VNi
= V ∪ R − {Vi} − {Vj ∈ V|((VXi

− VXj
)2 + (VYi

− VYj
)2)

1
2 > VBR}
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where R is the set of all RSUs. After these exclusions, this module excludes
neighboring Vj from VNi

if there is another Vk obstructing the line of sight
communication between Vj and Vi as follows:

VNi
← VNi

− {Vk ∈ V|
(((VXi

− VXk
)2 + (VYi

− VYk
)2)

1
2 < ((VXi

− VXj
)2 + (VYi

− VYj
)2)

1
2 )

∧ (|(VXi
− VXk

)|/|(VYi
− VYk

)| = |(VXi
− VXj

)|/|(VYi
− VYj

)|)
∧ sgn(VXi

− VXk
) = sgn(VXi

− VXj
) ∧ sgn(VYi

− VYk
) = sgn(VYi

− VYj
)}

The same type of exclusions applies between Vi and any Rw ∈ R.

Shadow Fading Maps Module. Using the same method adopted by [10],
this module computes the correlated shadow fading map values SFC given the
initial parameter assumptions mentioned in Table 1. It starts by computing the
uncorrelated values SFU for both cellular and vehicular networks as follows:

10 × log10(SFU ) = SFM + SFSD × randn

where SFM and SFSD are the corresponding shadow fading mean and standard
deviation in dBs, respectively and “randn” represents a normally-distributed
random number. The map sizes are given by: [Xmax−Xmin

CDcorr
] × [ APY

CDcorr
] for the

cellular network and [Xmax−Xmin

VDcorr
] × [ APY

VDcorr
] for the vehicular network.

Given the distances Xpos and Y pos and the four SFU values shown in Fig. 5,
this module computes SFC at (X,Y ) as follows:

SFC(X,Y ) = (1 − Xpos

Dcorr
)

1
2 (SFU,0(

Y pos

Dcorr
)

1
2 + SFU,3(1 − Y pos

Dcorr
)

1
2 )

+ (
Xpos

Dcorr
)

1
2 (SFU,1(

Y pos

Dcorr
)

1
2 + SFU,2(1 − Y pos

Dcorr
)

1
2 )

this applies for both cellular and vehicular networks where Dcorr represents the
corresponding decorrelation distance (i.e. CDcorr or VDcorr).

Traffic Generation Module. Given the vehicle buffers VBuffi,i
(t = 0) =

0∀Vi ∈ V, this module generates the incoming flow rate represented by CBR
for each vehicle Vi as follows, where VBuffi,i

is the Vi data stored at Vi buffer:
VBuffi,i

(t + �t) = VBuffi,i
(t) + CBR × �t.

Routing Module. Given VBuffi,i
and VNi

of each vehicle, this module for-
wards data according to the implemented routing protocol.

Bandwidth Allocation Module. Given the routing decisions made, this mod-
ule divides bandwidth between the contending vehicles. This is shown throughout
the next Data Rate Computation Module.
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Fig. 5. Shadow fading map computation (reproduced from [4])

Data Rate Computation Module. Given the bandwidth allocations, all vehi-
cles and access point locations, SFC values of both cellular and vehicular net-
works and the initial assumptions of the corresponding parameters mentioned
in Table 1, this module computes data rates and then updates vehicle buffers
accordingly. For the cellular network, we adopt the OFDM access scheme, the
LTE path loss model proposed by [11] and Shannon’s capacity formula. For the
vehicular network, we adopt the same assumptions except for using the path loss
model proposed by [12] instead. Starting with the cellular network, this module
allocates the bandwidth VBWi

to each Vi and computes the thermal noise VNi

as follows:

VBWi
= �APBW /(NV × PRBBW )	 × PRBBW

10 × log10(VNi
) = TND + 10 × log10(VBWi

) + NF

The distance Disi,AP between Vi and the access point is computed followed by
computing the signal path loss VPLi

as follows:

Disi,AP = ((VXi
− APX)2 + (VYi

− APY )2)
1
2

VPLi
= 128.1 + 37.6 × log10(Disi,AP ) − 37.6 × log10(1000) + SFC(APX , APY )

The signal strength VSi
is computed afterwards in order to compute the cellular

network data rate VCDRi
representing the outgoing flow rate and then update

vehicle buffer statuses as follows:

10 × log10(VSi
) = V P + VAG + VA(θ) + APAG − VCL × VCLoss + APA(θ) − VPLi

VCDRi
= VBWi

× log2(1 + VSi
/V Ni

)
VBuffi,i

(t + �t) = max(VBuffi,i
(t) − VCDRi

, 0)

For the vehicular network, the thermal noise for each Vi and the dis-
tance Disi,j between Vi and Vj are computed as follows:

10 × log10(VNi
) = TND + 10 × log10(V 2VBW /|VPPi

|) + NF

Disi,j = ((V Xi
− VXj

)2 + (V Yi
− VYj

)2)
1
2
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where VPPi
is the set of vehicle data paths passing through Vi. Before computing

the signal path loss VPLi,j
between Vi and Vj , the breaking point distance BPD

is computed using the parameters V 2VFreq, VAH and Vλ as follows:

Vλ = (3 × 108)/V 2VFreq

BPD = (4 × V 2
AH − V 2

λ /4)/Vλ

VPLi,j
=

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

58.7 + 1.66 × 10 × log10(Disi,j) + SFC(VXj
, VYj

),
if Disi,j < BPD

58.7 + 1.66 × 10 × log10(BPD/10) + SFC(VXj
, VYj

)
+2.88 × 10 × log10(Disi,j/BPD),
if Disi,j ≥ BPD

Using VPLi,j
and knowing VPPi

, the signal strength VSi,j
at Vj received from Vi

is computed using the formula:

10 × log10(VSi,j
) =

VP − 10 × log10(|VPPi
|) − VPLi,j

+ 2 × (VAG + VA(θ) − VCL × VCLoss)

The outgoing flow rate represented by the vehicular network data rate VV DRi

is computed afterwards and before updating Vi data at both Vi and Vj buffer
statuses as follows:

VV DRi
= V 2VBW /|VPPi

| × log2(1 + VSi,j
/VNi

)
VBuffj,i

(t + �t) = VBuffj,i
(t) + min(VV DRi

, VBuffi,i
(t))

VBuffi,i
(t + �t) = max(VBuffi,i

(t) − VV DRi
, 0)

With an intermediate vehicle Vk in the data path, we have:

VV DRi
= min(VV DRi

(EVi,Vk
) + VV DRi

(EVk,Vj
))

VBuffj,i
(t + �t) = VBuffj,i

(t) + min(VV DRi
, VBuffk,i

(t))
VBuffk,i

(t + �t) = max(VBuffk,i
(t) − VV DRi

, 0)

where EVi,Vk
is the data path edge between Vi and Vk.

Results Extraction Module. This module extracts final results in the form
of traces and plots. These traces and plots can be accustomed to collect specific
information throughout simulation.

5 Sample Results

As a proof-of-concept and in order to validate our flow-level simulation envi-
ronment, we simulate a representative adaptive routing protocol and compare
its performance to that of its individual routing techniques, namely: Multi-tier,
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Algorithm 1. Representative adaptive routing protocol

1. while Vi is ON do
2. Route VBuffi,i using Multi-tier routing ;
3. if (VBuffi,i > VCDRi) then
4. if (VPathi �= Ø) then
5. Route (VBuffi,i − VCDRi) using Instant routing ;
6. else
7. if Time ≤ Monitoring Period then
8. Compute P (VPathi �= Ø);
9. Route (VBuffi,i − VCDRi) using Delay-tolerant routing ;

10. else
11. if P (VPathi �= Ø) < α then
12. Route (VBuffi,i − VCDRi) using Delay-tolerant routing ;
13. end if
14. end if
15. end if
16. end if
17. Route (VBuffi,j > 0 ∀Vj) using Delay-tolerant routing ;
18. end while

Instant and Delay-tolerant routing. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of this
protocol while leaving the technical details of its individual routing techniques
for future work due to space constraints.

Using our adaptive routing protocol, each vehicle forwards its data using
Multi-tier routing. If there is still data remaining (VBuffi.i

> VCDRi
), then

the protocol routes this data using Instant routing if there is an instant path
(VPathi

�= Ø) or using Delay-tolerant routing if there isn’t and the probability of
finding one is less than a threshold (α = 1

3 ) once the “Monitoring Period” has
passed. The “Monitoring Period” is the period during which P (VPathi

�= Ø)
is monitored/computed while relying on Delay-tolerant routing if: (VBuffi.i

>
VCDRi

)∧ (VPathi
= Ø). This condition is implemented in order to avoid a more

congested delay-tolerant path while waiting for a less congested instant path
estimated to come shortly with (P (VPathi

�= Ø) ≥ α). In all cases, any
(VBuffi,j > 0) is always routed using Delay-tolerant routing. Results in Fig. 6a
to c validate our simulation environment by meeting our intuitions as follows:

– Multi-tier routing provides a declining data rate due to the increasing con-
gestion occurring at the access point,

– Instant routing provides a growing data rate due to the higher probability of
finding instant paths as the number of vehicles increases. The slight contention
level increase is due to the growing path competition,

– Delay-tolerant routing starts with a fast growing data rate that quickly strug-
gles under the pressure of more vehicles. This is due to the fact that the delay-
tolerance exhibited allows for communications under low vehicle density while
incurring the cost of a quickly rising contention level that jeopardizes even-
tually the data rate,
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Fig. 6. Adaptive routing performance against its individual routing techniques

– Our adaptive routing protocol utilizes initially Multi-tier routing. Then, it
finds delay-tolerant paths by switching to Delay-tolerant routing. However,
it switches afterwards to Instant routing as the contention level rises after
exceeding 12 vehicles. After 12 vehicles, the probability of finding an instant
path surpasses the threshold (α = 1

3 ) which we set as acceptable given the
benefit of avoiding high contention levels under Delay-tolerant routing.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Adaptive routing protocols allow for successful VANET deployment by switch-
ing between different routing techniques. However, their operational span makes
their simulation computationally demanding. Flow-level simulators offer the
right level of abstraction in order to overcome such computational challenges.

In this paper, we have presented a flow-level simulation environment for
adaptive routing in VANETs with its different modules explained using rigorous
mathematical modeling. These modules include both VANET networking and
mobility aspects which makes our environment self-reliant. MATLAB has been
chosen in order to allow researchers in the field to utilize our environment while
harnessing the rich MATLAB statistics and machine learning libraries needed
for adaptive routing research. In order to validate our environment, we have
evaluated the performance of a representative adaptive routing protocol against
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its individual routing techniques. Results confirm our intuitions and show the
adaptations made. In the future, we plan to extend our environment in order
to simulate and develop adaptive routing techniques which utilize MATLAB’s
statistics and machine learning libraries. Finally, plans are underway to make
our environment publicly accessible online.
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